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Abstract This study compares quadratic equations sections of Korean and American
textbooks. The number of topics, contents and mathematics items were analyzed. The results
show Korean students learn some topics relatively earlier than American students. American
textbooks include more problems requiring explanations and various representations and
problems requiring higher level cognitive demand. This result could indicate that textbooks
might not be the reason for American and Korean students’ performances in international
comparative studies. More studies analyzing other standards based textbooks and teaching
practice might be needed to have further understanding of mathematics education in two
countries.
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1 Introduction

For the last two decades, there has been growing interest in how students from different
nations learn mathematics (Cai, 1995; Mayer, Sims, & Tajika, 1995; Stigler, Fuson, Ham, &
Kim, 1986). Results of international comparative studies such as the Trends in International
Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) and Programme for International Student Assess-
ment (PISA) show differences and similarities in the educational systems of different
countries, revealing that students from East Asian countries perform consistently well. In
an attempt to investigate possible reasons for these results, researchers have analyzed various
data sources: classroom videos (Hiebert et al., 2005; Leung, 2005) and textbooks (Fan &
Zhu, 2007; Stigler, Lee, Lucker, & Stevenson, 1982). Since textbooks play an important role
in the process of teaching and learning and mostly determine what is to be taught and what
students learn, the analysis of textbooks can provide insights into reasons for differences in
student achievement (Fuson, Stigler, & Bartsch, 1988; Garner, 1992; Reys, Reys, & Chavez,
2004; Zhu & Fan, 2006).
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Comparisons and analyses of textbooks have been made from a range of countries: the
United States, Japan, and Taiwan (Stigler et al., 1982), among China, Singapore, and the
U.S. (Fan & Zhu, 2007), between the U.S. and Soviet Union (Stigler et al., 1986), and the
U.S. and Japan (Mayer et al., 1995). Although Korean students consistently perform well on
international assessments, studies that analyze secondary Korean mathematics textbooks or
compare them with ones from other countries are only few in mathematics education. It is
meaningful to see if there are any distinctive aspects of Korean secondary mathematics
textbooks that we do not find in American textbooks and vice versa. Specifically, it will
provide in-depth understanding on what and how students from different countries learn
according to textbook layouts and content. In previous studies, researchers compared the
number of topics, how topics are introduced and developed, when topics are introduced, or
characteristics of the problems presented. Studies generally focused either on content or
problem sets, but Li (2000) asserted the importance of integrating both content and problems
to ensure better understanding of students’ opportunities to learn mathematics through
textbooks.

“Lesson signature” termed by Hiebert and his colleagues (2003) indicates that there are
distinctive characteristics across lessons in each country when considering three
dimensions—the purpose of the activities, the type of classroom interaction and the nature
of the content activity. Following the idea of “lesson signature,” Charalambous, Delaney,
Hui-Yu and Mesa (2010) defined a “textbook signature” to refer to “the uniform distinctive
features within a particular country.” Five distinctive features characterize Korean elemen-
tary school mathematics textbooks: 1) more time allocated to key topics; 2) more opportu-
nity to learn both concepts and procedures simultaneously, rather than sequentially; 3) more
opportunity to learn additional computational strategies; 4) more opportunities to engage in
more challenging problems; and 5) more opportunity to engage in the use of various models
in problems, as well as in lessons (Son & Senk, 2010). Our study will report if secondary
school mathematics textbooks in Korea and the U.S. have any unique signature that has been
found in other countries’ textbooks and that could partially explain the results of interna-
tional comparison studies.

In secondary mathematics curriculum, algebra is one of the main areas and it is recom-
mended to be taken by all students (National Council of Teachers of Mathematics [NCTM],
2000). Research has shown that there are two main approaches in teaching algebra,
functional and structural approaches: the “functional approach” is used frequently in
standards-based textbooks while traditional textbooks take a “structural approach” (Cai,
Nie, & Moyer, 2010). Our study will report if Korean or standards-based textbooks use
either of the two approaches.

The purpose of this study is to compare various aspects of the content and problems in
Korean and standards-based American secondary textbooks for similarities and differences
through answering the following research questions:

1. What similarities and differences are observed in the content of the quadratic equations
lessons of Korean and standards-based American secondary textbooks?

i) How are topics of quadratic equations introduced and developed?
ii) How are worked examples utilized?
iii) What representations and contexts are used in mathematics problems?
iv) What algorithms and formulas are found in only one country’s textbooks?

2. What types of responses are required by problems in the textbooks?
3. What levels of cognitive demand are required by problems in the textbooks?
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2 Literature review

2.1 Students’ learning of algebra

Algebra is one of the main areas of school mathematics curriculum and it is recommended to
be taken by all students (NCTM, 2000). Because of its importance in the school mathematics
curriculum, there have been numerous studies about the teaching and learning of algebra
(e.g., Filloy & Rojano, 1989; Kieran, 1981; MacGregor & Stacey, 1997; Wagner, 1981).
These studies show difficulties that students face when they learn algebra. Researchers have
noted that it is difficult for students to make a connection to algebra from arithmetic that they
previously learned. In addition to numbers and operations, variables are added to algebra
which could cause confusion and difficulty. Because of algebra’s abstract nature, students
struggle in translating English into mathematical expression (MacGregor & Stacey, 1993),
they do not have clear understanding of variables and equations (MacGregor & Stacey,
1997; Steinberg, Sleeman, & Ktorza, 1990; Wagner, 1981), and there is a cognitive gap
between arithmetic and algebra (Herscovics & Linchevski, 1994). Translating and under-
standing variables and algebraic expressions are two of the biggest stumbling blocks for
algebra students in the past (Seeley & Schielack, 2007).

MacGregor and Stacey (1997) stated that the relative success achieved by some classes
they tested and the poor performance by others suggest that different approaches to begin-
ning algebra, teaching materials, teaching styles, or the learning environment have a
powerful effect. Studies have shown that students can successfully understand algebra with
different teaching approaches (Lins Lessa, 1995; Schliemann, Carraher, Brizuela, & Jones,
1998). Many studies have been conducted to improve students’ understanding of algebra.
Such efforts have led us to reformed curricula. Reformed curricula emphasize various
methods, representations, and contexts to understand algebraic concepts instead of algebraic
rules and algorithms. The seventh national curriculum guidelines from the Ministry of
Education [MOE] in Korea (2007) state that multiple representations of mathematical
concepts should be emphasized instead of rules and algorithms. Such reform-based teaching
improves students’ understanding and learning of mathematical concepts (Schoen & Hirsch,
2003b).

2.2 Textbook comparison

Several studies (e.g., Cai, 1995) have shown that curricula in Asian countries contain more
mathematical topics in one school year and introduce those topics earlier in the sequence of
school years compared to curricula of the U.S. Stigler et al. (1982) analyzed elementary
textbooks in Japan, Taiwan, and the U.S. and found that of the 320 mathematical concepts
and skills, 64 % appeared in all three, 78 % appeared in the American textbooks, 80 % in the
Taiwanese textbooks, and 91 % in the Japanese textbooks. Fuson et al. (1988) investigated
grade level placements of addition and subtraction in elementary mathematics textbooks and
reported that these topics are introduced relatively later in American textbooks compared to
textbooks from the former Soviet Union, Taiwan, China, and Japan. Stevenson and Bartsch
(1992) also analyzed the content of American and Japanese elementary and secondary
textbooks and found that many concepts and topics were introduced earlier in the Japanese
textbooks than in the American textbooks.

Westbury (1992) asserted that the lower achievement of American students in interna-
tional level comparative studies may be a consequence of this difference in mathematics
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curricula, which coincide with the results of a TIMSS video study which illustrated that
students in Asian countries learn more new and advanced topics compared to students in the
U.S. (Hiebert et al., 2005; Leung, 2005). Examining whether these findings—that Asian
students learn more topics and that these topics are placed earlier compared to American
textbooks—are consistent in this present analysis, especially in high school mathematics,
will enhance current understanding of what students learn in different countries.

In an analysis of mathematics items, Fan and Zhu (2007) compared secondary mathe-
matics textbooks of China and standards-based American textbooks (University of Chicago
School Mathematics Project [UCSMP]) and found that American textbooks contain more
single-step, real-life, and visual representation problems. Similar results were found in
previous studies when lessons on fractions and integers were compared. Korean and Chinese
textbooks include more multi-step problems compared to both standards-based (e.g., Every-
day Mathematics) and traditional American textbooks (Li, 2000; Son & Senk, 2010).
However, such results varied by item response type. Son and Senk’s study shows Korean
textbooks contain problems requiring explanation while Li found that American textbooks
contain more problems requiring explanation. Similarly, Charalambous and colleagues
(2010) found that Taiwanese textbooks include more challenging problems and problems
requiring explanations compared to textbooks of Cyprus and Ireland. The results of these
studies will be compared to the current study to have a better understanding of mathematics
education in both countries. Do Korean textbooks include more problems that are challeng-
ing and that require explanations? Our analysis will answer this question.

3 Methodology

3.1 Framework

A two-dimensional framework is employed to answer research questions of the study:
horizontal and vertical analyses (Charalambous et al., 2010). The horizontal analysis is to
provide a big picture about the textbooks for how many lessons are in a certain topic and
where they are placed in terms of grade levels. However, this does not give detailed
information on what textbook authors really intended. A vertical analysis can offer in-
depth understanding of mathematical content. In this study, we focus on content introduction
and development and problem characteristics in the textbooks.

Table 1 presents specifics of horizontal and vertical analyses that we employed in the
study. The horizontal analysis provides how many lessons of quadratic equations are
included in the textbooks and how each topic is placed within each high school grade level.
The vertical analysis requires a bit more complex coding and explanation. The first vertical
analysis is to investigate how each topic is introduced and developed throughout the two
countries’ high school mathematics curricula. In terms of problem characteristics, two

Table 1 The framework used to analyze textbook content and problems

Horizontal analysis Vertical analysis

• Education systems
• Number of lessons
• Number of problems
• Grade level placement of topics

• Introduction and development of topics
• Representations textbooks provide
• Worked examples
• Cognitive demand of problems
• Type of responses
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aspects—cognitive demand of problems and response type of problems are examined as the
second vertical analysis.

3.1.1 The horizontal analysis

As the horizontal analysis draws a big picture, our analysis includes (brief) background
information on each educational system in relation to textbook development and
publication process, number of lessons related to the quadratic equation, and grade
placement of selected lessons. We consider only lessons that are devoted to and related
strictly to the topic of quadratic equations. Lessons, such as quadratic function, are not
included in our study although it is certain that knowledge from the two topics are very
much related and used in other lessons frequently. Korean curriculum guidelines,
Common Core State Standards—Mathematics (CCSS-M), and textbooks of our consid-
eration are also reviewed to determine grade level placement of each topic. With this
analysis result, we can identify what topics students learn and whether students in one
country learn a topic earlier than their counterparts.

3.1.2 The vertical analysis

Various aspects of textbooks and what they offer are analyzed. First, the introduction and
further development of each lesson is examined. This includes how a lesson begins, what
sequence it follows, and distinctive construct features such as development of a concept and
applications of the learned concept. We also examine what contexts, purely mathematical or
real-life context, are used when new topics are presented.

Secondly, the vertical analysis method is used in problem investigations. An investigation
on levels of cognitive demand of problems is adopted from Stein, Grover, and Henningsen
(1996), whose framework on examining mathematical tasks was recommended for use in
international comparison studies (Ferrini-Mundy & Schmidt, 2005). The framework in-
cludes four levels of cognitive demand: Memorization (M), Procedures without connections
(P), Procedure with connections (PC), and Doing mathematics (DM) where M and P are
considered lower-level demand and PC and DM are higher-level demand. In this study, we
apply the four levels of cognitive demand of problems in selected lessons.

Some samples of problems for each level of cognitive demand are shown in Table 2. The
first and second examples in Table 2 are coded M because students just need to memorize
the facts: the quadratic equation is degree 2 and the sum and the product of the roots of a
quadratic equation. The third example is coded P because it requires only the algorithm of
finding the quadratic formula. The fourth example is coded PC because it requires both
procedures of finding the roots and the concept of the number of the roots of a quadratic
equation. The last example is coded DM because the algorithm is not clearly indicated, and
students need to plan a problem solving strategy, set up a proper quadratic equation, and find
and explain the solution.

The second part of problem analysis is focused on response types. Following and
modifying a framework from previous studies (Charalambous et al., 2010; Mayer et al.,
1995), we examined whether a mathematics problem requires students to (a) provide only an
answer (numerical or algebraic expressions) (b) explain the answer or process and justify
their reasoning. Response type analysis, in addition to cognitive demand analysis, provides
us with kinds of task expected for students to accomplish. Requiring explanations and
reasoning process gives students more opportunities to think and engage in given mathe-
matical tasks.
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3.2 Data: textbook selections and background

Three standards-based American mathematics CPMP textbooks—Course 1, Course 2,
and Course 3—were selected in this study for analysis. These three courses include the
topic of quadratic equations over various chapters. For the Korean textbooks, Mathe-
matics 9A and 10A by Dusan and Joongang Publishings were selected. In addition to
textbooks, the middle school curriculum guidelines from the Korean MOE and CCSS-M
were also examined to compare and analyze mathematics guidelines and lessons from
the two countries.

The CPMP is a 4-year curriculum known for its effectiveness in developing students’
conceptual understanding and solving contextualized problems (Schoen & Hirsch,
2003b). It is an integrated curriculum, in which algebra and geometry are taught
every year as well as trigonometry, statistics and probability, and discrete mathemat-
ics. A belief that mathematics is a vibrant and broadly useful subject that should be
explored and understood as an active science of patterns was the foundation of
CPMP’s development. Recognizing this effort, the U.S. Department of Education
called CPMP an exemplary mathematics program in 1999, and it is currently used
by more than 500 high schools. Using CPMP to compare with Korean mathematics
textbooks will expand our understanding of how an effort to improve teaching

Table 2 Sample problems for each level of cognitive demand

Item Cognitive
demand

1. Solve the quadratic equations.

1) (x+1)(x+2)=x2+6

2) (x−3)2=2
(Kang, Jung, & Lee, 2008, p. 79)

2. Find the sum and the product of the roots of the following equation.
x2+6x−5=0
(Kang et al., 2001, p. 116)

M

3. Solve for x using the quadratic formula. 2x2+3x+1=0

(Kang et al., 2001, p. 105) P

4. Use what you know about solving quadratic equations and the graphs of quadratic
functions to answer these questions.

a. What choices of values for a and d will give equations in the form ax2=d that have two
solutions? Only one solution? No solutions? Explain the reasoning behind your answers
and illustrate that reasoning with sketches of graphs for the related function y=ax2.

(Hirsch, Fey, Hart, Schoen, & Watkins, 2007, p. 513)

PC

5. Shown at the right are the dimensions for a multi-use gift box.

a. Will a pen 11 cm long fit in the bottom of the box? Explain why or why not.

(Hirsch, Schoen, Fey, Watkins, & Hart, 2007, p. 521)

DM
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mathematics through a standards-based curriculum in the U.S. is compared to the
mathematics education in other countries, in this case, that of Korea.

Among many topics in secondary school mathematics, the topic of quadratic equations
was selected for this study. Across all countries, the quadratic equation is a core topic in
secondary school mathematics for 9th or 10th graders, the target population of the PISA.

3.3 Reliability of coding

The two authors, fluent in both English and Korean, independently coded each problem in
the textbooks. Next, a third rater, a doctoral student in mathematics education, randomly
chose one textbook from each country and independently coded each problem. When the
two authors disagreed, those items were coded based on majority rule using the third rater’s
codes. There were no items in which all three raters disagreed. The percent agreement of the
three raters was between 95 % and 98 %. In all, 427 problems in the two Korean textbooks
and 236 problems in the CPMP were analyzed and coded.

4 Results

In this section, we present the results of our analyses. First, results from horizontal analysis
including brief background information of the educational systems of the two countries,
comparisons of lesson topics, grade placement of them, and numbers of problems in each
textbook, are described. Secondly, vertical analysis results are illustrated. Vertical analysis
will yield comparison results on how important lesson topics are introduced and developed;
representations textbooks provide; cognitive demand of problems; and response types of
problems in the textbooks.

4.1 Horizontal analysis: comparisons in educational system, lesson topics, grade placement,
and numbers of problems

Korea has a centralized education system, including a national curriculum. The government
develops and provides guidelines for the school curriculum. There are two kinds of text-
books that exist in Korea: government published textbooks and government authorized
textbooks (Korean Textbook Research Foundation [KTRF], 1998). The government owns
the copyrights of government published textbooks and controls the entire process of
publishing, from planning to development. Because of the fact that Korea has a national
curriculum and all textbooks are examined by the government before they are published
either government published or authorized, the content in all textbooks is almost identical.

As of 2010, the U.S. has no national curriculum. Instead, school curricula are determined
by each state or district. There have been multiple attempts to provide curriculum guidelines
or standards for assessment, curriculum and evaluation, etc. (NCTM, 1989, 2000) Currently,
the enactment of the CCSS-M reflects the idea of having common standards for all students
to establish consensus on expectations for student knowledge and skills that should be
developed in grades K-12 (CCSS Initiative, 2010).

As a result of this series of efforts to influence and strengthen the quality of mathematics
education, the National Science Foundation (NSF) and other organizations have funded
many curriculum development projects, which include standards-based mathematics curric-
ula. Standards-based curricula emphasize real-life problem solving and conceptual under-
standing rather than traditional curricula (Schoen & Hirsch, 2003a). Some studies show that
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students who learn mathematics with standards-based curricula perform well in some areas
compared to students who learn with traditional curricula (Kramer & Keller, 2008; Riordan
& Noyce, 2001). The lesson topics of CPMP and the equivalent content in the Korean
textbooks are compared.

As shown in Table 3, CPMP includes five lessons on the topic of quadratic equations in
CPMP while the Korean textbooks have seven lessons. Two topics, ‘quadratic equations and
roots’ and ‘a relation between coefficients and roots of a quadratic equation’, appear only in
the Korean textbooks.

Both the Korean textbooks and CPMP introduce quadratic equations in the same
year—the ninth grade. However, when each topic is taught varies: Topics related to complex
numbers, the sum and the product of roots, and the discriminant are introduced in Course 3,
designed for the eleventh grade students, in CPMP while they are introduced in the tenth
grade in the Korean textbooks. Thus, some topics on quadratic equations are learned
relatively earlier by Korean students than by CPMP students. However, it should be noted
that CPMP students learn quadratic functions before quadratic equations, which differenti-
ates how these textbooks introduce and develop the concepts of quadratic equations.

The total numbers of problems in both textbooks are counted. In total, there are 427 and
236 problems in the two Korean and CPMP textbooks, respectively (Table 4). In contrast to
the result of a comparison study of Korean elementary school mathematics textbooks with
Everyday Mathematics, in quadratic equations, Korean textbooks do not have more prob-
lems per lesson than the CPMP textbooks (Son & Senk, 2010).

4.2 Vertical analysis results

This section presents the results of the vertical analysis. The vertical analysis results consist
of the comparisons in introduction and further development of lesson topics involving

Table 3 Lessons on quadratic equations in CPMP and Korean textbooks

CPMP Korean textbooks

Course Unit Course Unit

Course
1

Unit 3.1 Solving ax2+c=d and ax2+
bx=0

9A-III-
1

Quadratic equations
1. Quadratic equations and roots

Unit 3.2 The Quadratic Formula 9A-III-
1

Quadratic equations
2. Solving a quadratic equation
i) Factoring
ii) Square root

Course
2

Unit 5.4 Solving Quadratic Equations 9A-III-
1

Quadratic equations

3. Quadratic formula

Course
3

Unit 2.1 Completing the Square 9A-III-
4

Application of quadratic equations

Unit 2.2 The Quadratic Formula and
Complex Numbers

10A-
IV-
1

Quadratic Equations

1. Solving quadratic equations
2. Discriminant
3. Relation between the coefficients and the roots

of a quadratic equation

Content in italics are not presented in the other country’s textbooks
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quadratic equations, representations, and the problem analysis in terms of cognitive demand
and response types.

4.2.1 The concept of a variable in algebra

The introduction and development of the concept of algebra is not within the scope of the
current study. However, knowing how core ideas of algebra (e.g., variables) are introduced
and developed is closely related to how ideas of quadratic equation are developed. We
briefly describe how algebra instruction begins in two countries’ textbooks (Korean vs.
CPMP).

The concept of variable is introduced in seventh grade Korean mathematics textbooks.
The textbooks and curriculum guidelines from the Korea MOE define variable as unknown.
This approach used in Korean textbooks is the structural approach. Korean textbooks as well
as curriculum guidelines state that ‘solving equations is finding the value of the variable that
makes the equations true’ (MOE, 2007, p. 67). Furthermore, Korean textbooks mention the
addition property of equality, the subtraction property of equality and multiplication and
division properties of equality before the first quadratic equations chapter so that students
can use these properties when solving equations. These approaches are also found in
American traditional textbooks (Cai et al., 2010).

The concept of variables and solving linear equations are introduced in the third chapter
of Course 1—Linear Functions. It appears that CPMP’s approach to linear functions and
equations is the functional approach. Rather than using a symbolic approach, CPMP uses
variables to describe linear patterns/functions/equations. The chapter includes the ‘quadratic
patterns’ lesson to describe real-life applications that make a connection with quadratic
relation. While Korean textbooks use previously mentioned properties to solve equations,
CPMP uses real-life applications of linear functions/equations and uses the terms dependent
and independent variables to describe real-life situations. This finding in the Korean and
CPMP textbooks shows differences in how concepts of quadratic equations are introduced in
these textbooks, as elaborated in the next subsection.

4.2.2 Introduction of quadratic equations

Differences were found between the two countries’ textbooks in how they introduce a
quadratic equation for the first time. In CPMP Course 1, the general procedures of solving
quadratic equations are included in the chapter “Quadratic Functions,” which comes before
the quadratic equation chapter. On the other hand, the Korean textbooks have a separate
Quadratic Functions chapter, which immediately follows quadratic equations. Before qua-
dratic equation is introduced, CPMP textbooks present numerous real-life phenomena that

Table 4 Numbers of problems in two countries’ textbooks

Introduction of quadratic equations and the
quadratic formula

Other topics: the nature of roots, the sum, and the
product of roots

The total number of
problems

Average per
lesson

The total number of
problems

Average per
lesson

Korean 293 37 134 22

CPMP 212 53 24 24
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can be expressed with quadratic functions. As quadratic functions are introduced before
quadratic equations, CPMP does not formally define quadratic equations; rather, it simply
continues with quadratic functions and states that many questions regarding quadratic
functions involving real-life phenomena require solving quadratic equations. When the
quadratic equation is introduced, CPMP textbooks devote the first page to describe the
motion of a basketball thrown in the air with a quadratic function. In the initial chapter on
quadratic equations with real-life applications that describe quadratic relations, CPMP uses a
functional approach. After real-life applications, an algorithm of solving quadratic equations
is appeared. The first lesson on solving quadratic equations is solving ax2+c=d and ax2+
bx=0 using the square root property. Next, CPMP presents six problems that can be solved
by the square root property. Here are two of those problems (Fig. 1).

CPMP describes the square root property within the question and asks students to solve
problems using the given property (see Fig. 1). Following these problems, there are two
additional problems with real-life situations, describing the motions of a diver and soccer
player. It is clear that CPMP emphasizes real-life application and problem solving using
quadratic functions. Also, it contains problems that ask students to explain the processes of
reasoning and thinking in problem solving as shown in Fig. 2. Each problem includes a
statement “Explain reasoning behind your answer and illustrate that reasoning.” The major-
ity of problems in CPMP ask students to explain their reasoning when they solve problems.

Fig. 1 Examples of solving quadratic equations using the square root property in CPMP (Hirsch, Fey, Hart,
Schoen, & Watkins, 2007, p. 512)
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The very first lesson of the quadratic equation in Korean textbooks is Quadratic Equa-
tions and Roots. The lesson begins with 11 review problems of solving first degree equations
and factoring, while CPMP textbooks do not provide any review problems. The definition of
a quadratic equation and roots are introduced following the review problems. They stated
that if a second degree polynomial is equal to zero or an equation can be transformed into
such a form, then the equation is a quadratic equation. Then, there are worked examples and
exercise problems to find quadratic equations based on the learned definition (Fig. 3).

The problem in Fig. 4 shows that Korean textbooks discuss the concept of roots of an
equation before introducing how to solve quadratic equations. Instead of introducing the
quadratic equation concept with real-life applications, Korean textbooks devote one entire
lesson to the definition of quadratic equation and its roots. It was followed by 18 problems (9
on average) on numerical confirmation whether a given number is the root of a given
quadratic equation (Fig. 4). It is apparent that concepts come before procedures when a
new topic is introduced. The initial lessons on the quadratic equations in the textbooks
clearly show the difference between CPMP and Korean textbooks. With problems similar to
Figs. 3 and 4 and solving quadratic equations with factoring in the next lesson, Korean
textbooks focus on symbolic, algebraic methods, and algorithms instead of applications and
uses of quadratic equations and functions. This approach confirms Korean textbooks’
structural approaches when introducing quadratic equations. On the other hand, with
previously learned quadratic functions, in the first lesson of quadratic equations, CPMP

Fig. 2 Problem solving examples in CPMP (Hirsch et al., 2007, p. 513)

(Translation of the problem) Find quadratic equations among the given equations.

Fig. 3 The first example of the quadratic equation lesson in one Korean textbook. (Kang et al., 2007, p. 81)
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uses real-life examples, reasoning, and thinking process rather than algorithms and its
approaches are more about considering variable as a quantity that varies.

4.2.3 The quadratic formula

The quadratic formula appears in CPMP Course 1. The derivation of quadratic formula is not
introduced until Course 3. Right after the introduction of quadratic formula, CPMP presents
problems requiring making connections with previously learned mathematical concepts
using multiple representations—graphing and algebraic substitutions (Problem 4 in
Fig. 5). Since CPMP has already introduced quadratic functions, it is possible to include
these problems about the properties of quadratic functions and, again, introducing quadratic
functions first distinguishes how they develop and present the topic of solving quadratic
equation using the quadratic formula.

Completing the square to derive the quadratic formula is introduced in Course 3. In this
section, CPMP attempts to make connections among mathematical concepts. First, the
concepts of vertex and maximum/minimum of quadratic functions, which are other repre-
sentations of completing the square and the quadratic formula, are presented. CPMP not only
uses a symbolic method but also a visual representational approach. Figure 6 shows the
visual explanation of completing the square. Visual representation is not used to introduce
the concept of completing the square in Korean textbooks.

The quadratic formula is introduced in 9A Korean textbooks. When introducing the
quadratic formula, Korean textbooks begin with several problems of completing the square,
which emphasize the structure of making perfect squares to derive the quadratic formula and
familiarize students with the algorithm (Fig. 7). Then, there are several problems involving
solving quadratic equations by completing the square. Next, numerous problems are follow-
ed in regard to finding solutions of quadratic equations using the quadratic formula. These

(Translation of the problem) Check if the given number is a root of the quadratic equation.

Fig. 4 An example of checking a root of a quadratic equation in one Korean textbook. (Kang et al., 2008, p.
81)

Fig. 5 CPMP connecting previously learned concepts when revisiting the quadratic formula. (Hirsch et al.,
2007, pp. 515–516)
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problems in Korean textbooks are more about becoming familiar with the algebraic deriva-
tion of the formula than reasoning because the quadratic formula is strictly used to find the
solutions of the given equations rather than finding the vertex, maximum and minimum, and
x- and y-intercepts of quadratic functions as CPMP does. This re-confirms Korean text-
books’ structural approach to quadratic equations. Although both CPMP and Korean
textbooks derive the quadratic formula in the same way—using completing the square,
lessons on quadratic formula reveal differences: Korean textbooks place emphasis on

Fig. 6 Visual representation of completing the square (Fey, Schoen, Watkins, Hirsh, & Hart, 2008, p. 352)

(Translation of the problem) Fill in the blank.

(Translation of the problem) Fill in the blank. 

Fig. 7 Two practice problems before introducing the quadratic formula in two Korean textbooks. (Kang et al.,
2007, p. 87)
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algorithms—completing the square and using the formula while CPMP focuses on reason-
ing, the thinking process and integrating mathematical topics together.

4.2.4 Nature of roots of quadratic equations

Another topic in quadratic equation that shows distinction between the two countries’
textbooks is the lesson on ‘nature of roots,’ found in CPMP Course 3 and 10A Korean
textbooks. When discussing the nature of the roots regarding real and imaginary numbers,
Korean textbooks use a purely mathematical approach, manipulating the range of the
discriminant. On the other hand, CPMP does not exactly state the nature of the roots in
words. Instead, it uses problems to explain the concept. For example, problem 4 in Fig. 8
encourages students to explain connections among the numbers of solutions, quadratic
formula and coefficient of quadratic equations. Korean textbooks use values of the discrim-
inant to categorize the roots into distinct real, double, or complex while CPMP categorizes
them into integers, rational numbers, irrational numbers, or complex numbers.

The sum and the product of the roots are found only in 10A Korean textbooks. Figure 9
shows how the sum and the product of two roots of a quadratic equation are represented. The
two publishers of the Korean textbooks develop this concept in a very similar manner.

In all, the difference between CPMP and Korean textbooks is found in their approaches to
introducing mathematical content. When a new topic is introduced, CPMP uses real-life
applications where the new mathematical idea is applied to develop students’ understanding,
whereas Korean textbooks start with review problems followed by definition, properties and
problems that are symbolic and algorithmic to apply the mathematical concepts that students
just learned. Once a new concept is introduced, CPMP encourages students to reason and
explain their reasoning while Korean textbooks provide more problems on practice and drill
that are purely mathematical. Korean textbooks use a structural approach in this section as
well.

4.2.5 Worked examples

Worked examples are to show solution steps and final solutions to demonstrate the use of
specific techniques and can be effectively used to acquire initial skills (Renkl, 2002; Watson

Fig. 8 CPMP explaining imaginary roots of quadratic equations (Fey et al., 2008, p. 354)
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& Mason, 2005). In total, Korean textbooks include 64 worked examples across seven
quadratic equation lessons. The two Korean textbooks have complete solutions and demon-
strate methods of solving quadratic equations such as factoring, square root property,
completing the square, quadratic formula, and discriminants. One worked example is shown
in Fig. 10 with a complete solution in regard to the square root property. In this way, students
can easily follow solutions in worked examples when they learn new types of problems for
the first time. Majority of worked examples (89 %) demonstrate pure mathematical context
and algebraic methods of solving quadratic problems, and each example shows no more than
one approach to solve.

CPMP does not include any example with a complete solution.1 For instance, the
example in Fig. 1 shows the square root property without completing the solution. It is left
for students to solve problems. Each problem asks students to check their reasoning rather
than just solving problems using the property. None of the examples in CPMP show
solutions. This indicates that CPMP uses examples and problems to develop students’
reasoning and build their own understanding rather than showing them exactly what to do
and how to solve problems.

4.2.6 Cognitive demand of problems

CPMP includes a higher percentage of problems with higher level cognitive demand than
Korean textbooks. As mentioned earlier, students could use different approaches when

Translation: Let’s examine how the sum and the product of two roots are related to 

coefficients. When and β are two roots of a quadratic equation where 

and  .

Fig. 9 How a Korean textbook introduces the sum and the product of two roots of a quadratic equation.
(Kang et al., 2001, p. 111)

1 Since CPMP does not contain worked examples with complete solutions, we did not compute the
percentage.
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solving a mathematical problem. In turn, we define cognitive demand as potential cognitive
demand as Charalambous et al. (2010) reflected on what students are potentially required to
do when solving a particular problem. Table 5 displays the percent distribution of every
mathematics problems in quadratic equations based on the level of cognitive demand. In
total, about 5.7 % (0.023 % coded as PC and 5.7 % coded as DM) of problems in Korean
textbooks and 13 % (12.2 % coded as PC and 0.8 % coded as DM) of problems in American
textbooks are higher level cognitive demand problems as defined in Table 2. The majority of

Translation: Solve the following quadratic equations.

Fig. 10 Worked examples demonstrate square root property. (Kang et al., 2008, p. 88)

Table 5 Percentages of distribution of items

Memorization
(M)

Procedures without
connections (P)

Procedure with
connections (PC)

Doing mathematics
(DM)

Mathematics
9A

6.8 85.71 0.03 7.14

Mathematics
10A

4.17 93 0 2.78

Total 5.94 88.13 0.023 5.7

CPMP
Course 1

4.5 75.3 18 2.2

CPMP
Course 2

0 86.3 13.7 0

CPMP
Course 3

0 96.1 3.9 0

Total 1.6 85.4 12.2 0.8
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problems (almost 90 % of problems for CPMP and more than 90 % for Korean textbooks)
require lower level cognitive demand. Especially, over 80 % of problems are coded as P,
which indicates many problems only require simple algorithms or formulas. This reveals that
textbooks from both countries have less proportion of problems with higher level cognitive
demand. This result does not coincide with the finding that problems in standards-based
American textbooks are less challenging than those of East Asian countries’ (Son & Senk,
2010; Zhu & Fan, 2006).

4.2.7 Response types

Many problems require either number or expression but the striking difference is problems
requiring explanations in CPMP. Table 6 illustrates the percentage distribution of problems
based on response type. More than 30 % of problems in CPMP require explanations while
the proportion of problems requiring explanation in Korean textbooks (15.7 %) is about half
of CPMP’s. Problems requiring explanation encourage students to think and reason about
mathematics. The majority of problems require only numerical answers in both textbooks,
however, Korean textbooks contain a higher percentage of this type of problems than CPMP.
This finding does not coincide with previous studies (Charalambous et al., 2010; Son &
Senk, 2010), which have shown that elementary school mathematics textbooks from East
Asian countries including Korea had more problems requiring explanations compared to
textbooks of other nations including American standards-based textbooks.

4.3 Other findings

This section is included to answer the sub-question 4 under the first research question. The
vertical analysis also shows that compared to CPMP, more technical or manipulating problems
are presented in Korean textbooks. Three topics in which Korean textbooks focus on algebraic
manipulation are using a modified quadratic formula, a relationship between roots and coeffi-
cients of a quadratic equation, and the property of imaginary roots of a quadratic equation.
CPMP does not include any of these. Problems in these sections of Korean textbooks promote
students to learn more algebraic manipulation and simple algebraic skills, which students can
practice with problems such as those in Figs. 11 and 12. Problems in Fig. 11 are not new because
this formula can be easily derived from the original quadratic formula. However, it can be
convenient to use when the coefficient of the x term is even and helps in simplifying the process.

As mentioned earlier, Korean textbooks featuring the relationship between roots and
coefficients of a quadratic equation show how these properties are introduced (see Sec-
tion 4.3.3 and Fig. 9). Moreover, algebraic manipulations of the properties are included in
the two Korean textbooks (Fig. 12).

There are two more examples in Fig. 13 requiring algebraic manipulation that consider
properties of imaginary roots of quadratic equations. While factoring second degree polynomials

Table 6 Percentage distribution of problems based on response type

Category Korean textbooks CPMP

Numerical answer only (A) 68.1 54.7

Algebraic expression required (AS) 16.2 16.1

Explanation required (ES) 15.7 32.6
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is a common topic, the idea of factoring them over complex numbers, which requires more
manipulation, is found only in Korean textbooks.

5 Discussion

This article compares sections on quadratic equations from two Korean textbooks and CPMP.
CPMP is a popular standards-based curriculum, which emphasizes real-life applications in the

Translation: 

Problem 4. Prove that the roots of the quadratic equation are 

. 

2 2 ' 0ax b x c )0(a
2' 'b b ac

x
a

Problem 5. Solve the following quadratic equations using the formula presented in problem 4:
(1) 3x2 2x 4x1 60 0(2) x2

Fig. 11 Problems using a modified quadratic formula. (Yim et al., 2001, p. 122)

Translation: If and are the roots of , find the quadratic equation that has 
the following roots (coefficient of is 1).  

Translation: Let a and b be the roots of the quadratic equation Find the value 
of each expression.

0322 xx
2x

0243 2 xx

Fig. 12 Two problems that require algebraic manipulation using properties of the sum and the product of two
roots of a quadratic equation (Kang et al., 2001, p. 112; Yim et al., 2001, p. 133)
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development of mathematical concepts. Both horizontal and vertical analyses were conducted
as an attempt to investigate characteristics of textbooks and gain understanding in how they are
different. The horizontal analysis results provided a broad picture revealing that some topics
related to quadratic equation are introduced relatively earlier in Korean textbooks than in
CPMP, and some topics that appear only in Korean textbooks, and not in CPMP. This finding
is similar to previous studies (Fuson et al., 1988; Stevenson & Bartsch, 1992), which found that
in both elementary and middle school levels, many concepts and topics are introduced earlier in
East Asian countries’ textbooks than in American textbooks.

The vertical analysis results show that CPMP emphasizes real-life applications in the
development of the concepts of quadratic equations rather than pure mathematics and
mathematical manipulations. Furthermore, CPMP requires multiple representations, expla-
nation and reasoning when solving problems as recommended in the standards documents of
NCTM (1989, 2000). Throughout the lessons on quadratic equations, CPMP takes a
functional approach where variable is defined as a quantity that varies and describes
quadratic relations while Korean textbooks take a structural approach emphasizing symbolic
and algebraic representations.

A large portion of computational and algebraic manipulation problems in Korean text-
books concur what previous comparison studies disclosed about East Asian students’
advanced performance being often limited to certain aspects of mathematics achievement,
including basic skills of computation and solving routine problems. They use algebraic
representation and routine algorithms more frequently than American peers, with a larger
portion of mathematics curricula focused on computational algorithms (Cai, 2000; Cai, Lo,
& Wantanabe, 2002; Wu, 2006). It could also explain why some American students lacked
fluency in algebraic skills compared to their Asian counterparts (Judson & Nishimori, 2005).

An analysis of worked examples yields and interesting distinction that is directly opposite
to what previous researchers found, that textbooks from East Asian countries include worked
examples without complete solutions so that students could have more opportunities to
engage in mathematical tasks (Charalambous et al., 2010). Our analysis shows that CPMP
does not present any example with a complete solution, which indicates that students need to
think about the problems and to create solutions based on what they have learned. On the
other hand, Korean textbooks include a number of worked examples with step-by-step
solutions when a new concept or strategy is needed.

In terms of potential cognitive demand of problems, the majority of problems in both
CPMP and Korean textbooks require only the use of a lower level of cognitive ability, in
contrast to previous findings that textbooks of East Asian countries include more challeng-
ing and higher level cognitive demanding problems compared to textbooks of Western
countries (Charalambous et al., 2010; Son & Senk, 2010).

Son and Senk (2010) hypothesized five characteristics of the Korean mathematics textbook
signature comparing Korean elementary school mathematics textbooks with Everyday Math.
However, some of the characteristics are not reflected in secondary school mathematics

Translation: Factor the following expressions over complex numbers.

Fig. 13 A problem using imaginary roots of quadratic equations (Kang et al., 2001, p. 112)
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textbooks. Korean textbooks do not develop concepts and procedures simultaneously. Based on
these findings, some but not all of Son and Senk’s hypotheses are true in secondary school
mathematics textbooks. Because only some of Son and Senk’s hypotheses are true in our
analysis, it is hard to say if there is an overarching “textbook signature” among Korean
elementary and secondarymathematics textbooks. Further research on elementary and seconda-
ry school mathematics textbooks together would be able to answer this discrepancy.

This study yields quite a few results that contradict previous findings: Korean textbooks
provide fewer opportunities for students to solve, explain, and reason about mathematics
problems using multiple representations than CPMP students and CPMP students have more
opportunities to solve problems with higher level cognitive demand. Our findings indicate
that CPMP students are involved in more meaningful and desirable material to learn
mathematics, which seems to conflict with American students’ struggling in international
comparative studies. Although we could not find the data stating whether students who
participated in TIMSS and PISA used standards-based textbooks or not, our results confirm
the well-known fact that the missing link between what textbooks potentially offer to
students and what students actually learn is the significance of teacher’s role. Further studies
on how teachers in different countries implement curriculum materials could explain the gap
between the quality of textbooks and students’ achievement.

Seemingly contradictory results can indicate that textbooks may not be the reason for
American and Korean students’ performances in international comparative studies because
students using CPMP will have plenty of opportunities to reason, solve, and think about
mathematics problems. This suggests that we may need to analyze other standards-based
textbooks as well. Do those textbooks include numerous problems with higher level
cognitive demand or problems requiring explanations? A past study showed that greater
learning gains occur in classrooms when high-level cognitive demand of mathematical tasks
is consistently implemented (Hiebert & Wearne, 1993; Stigler & Hiebert, 2004; Tarr et al.,
2008). If the majority of standards-based textbooks include problems with higher level
cognitive demand or problems requiring explanations, having more schools and students
using these textbooks with proper implementation in mathematics classes may be the key to
improving students’ performance in international comparative studies. Therefore, it will be
beneficial to investigate actual teaching practice as well, and this again confirms the
importance of the role of teachers in implementing curriculum. Do teachers implement
problems with higher level cognitive demand? Do Korean mathematics teachers implement
problems requiring explanations? Carefully designed studies can answer these questions,
which will give us better understanding about the results of international comparative studies
as well as mathematics education in the two countries.

Further studies to measure “lesson signature” and “textbook signature”may be interesting
as well. Do we see a distinctive pattern in particular countries’ textbooks and lessons? Can a
“textbook signature” be found in standards-based mathematics textbooks or in Korean
textbooks? We need to analyze more textbooks and lessons with different mathematical
topics to have better understanding about this. One concern of mathematics education
researchers in America is having an incoherent mathematics curriculum among different
states. Studies have shown curriculum coherence was found in countries that performed well
on TIMSS while America does not have such coherence (Schmidt, 2005; Schmidt et al.,
2001). If we can find a “textbook signature” from standards-based textbooks, we can have a
more coherent mathematics curriculum. With enactment of CCSS-M, which was adopted by
more than 40 states, a coherent mathematics curriculum may be attainable.
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